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COVID-19: Coronavirus disease 2019, SARS-CoV-2: Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
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Coronavirus 2,

17

S1cyanidins: Specific protein binding association of polymers,

18

ACE2: angiotensin-converting enzyme 2,

19

ST: Standard treatment, TP: test product,

20

LCQ: Leicester cough questionnaire
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Abstract:

22

Background: Covid-19 infection is a multifactorial disease where the virus mainly enters through

23

the nasal cavity, grows, triggers inflammation, and destroys nasal mucosa cells, allowing

24

systemic virus entry and infection of other organs. When symptoms appear, the disease

25

physiopathology is already established. The immune system tries to control the infection but if

26

the infection persists, it gets tired, fatigued, stressed and finally there is burn-out. Therefore, an

27

effective treatment should be multi-target and should not focus only on one parameter.

28

Minimizing virus concentration, reducing nasal mucosa inflammation, and keeping the nasal

29

surface clean should lessen systemic infection and the probability of developing severe

30

respiratory distress. We evaluated clinical efficacy and safety of an osmotic nasal surface cleaning,

31

virus and cytokine trapping polymeric film, in early stage Covid-19 positive symptomatic

32

patients.

33

Methods: A randomized, multicentric, observational study was performed to evaluate efficacy

34

and safety of the osmotic film in 213 patients, randomized in 2 equal arms, and confined for 14-

35

days just after the RT-PCR+ test. Due to ethical reasons, all patients received symptomatic

36

treatments (ST). In addition, the patients in Arm-1 received the test product (ST+TP, 2-3 sprays,

37

4-5 times/day) for 14-days. Leicester Cough Questionnaire, Visual Analogue Scale, and Covid-19

38

associated symptoms such as fever, pain, taste, smell, and headache were evaluated daily. Home-

39

confined patients were immediately hospitalized in case of aggravation of any life-threatening

40

clinical sign.

41

Results: Among 213 patients, 98 in the ST and 102 in the ST+TP group completed the study. 13

42

patients did not complete the study as 8 in the ST group and 5 in the ST+TP group were

43

hospitalized during the study due to low blood oxygen levels or sudden health deterioration and

44

were excluded from the study. In the remaining control standard treatment group (n-98), clinical
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signs sharply aggravated on day 1- 2 followed by stabilisation between days 3-6 and progressive

46

reduction thereafter. In the test product group (n=102), symptoms were stabilized just after the

47

first application and improved progressively. 42/102 patients in the test product group presented

48

nasal discharge or irritation due to the osmotic properties of the product.

49

Conclusion: The continuous multi-target approach of detaching and neutralizing virus particles

50

and pro-inflammatory cytokines from the nasal surface to minimize systemic virus exposure is a

51

very logical and efficient approach to avoid Covid-19 induced systemic pathology.

52

Key Words: Clinical trial, Covid-19, Osmotic filmogen barrier.
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Introduction

54

Covid-19 is a highly contagious disease (COVID-19) caused by Coronavirus 2 and responsible for

55

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS-CoV-2S)1,2. Nearly 90% of infections occur by means

56

of virus inhalation when the virus spike (S) protein encounters angiotensin-converting enzyme 2

57

(ACE2) receptors on nasal mucosa (NM)2,3. The Receptor-Binding Domain (RBD) of S protein

58

allows virus fusion with the host cell membrane2,4.

59

Like in many other airborne viral diseases, nasal mucosa is concerned by the first step of the

60

infection as it contains the highest levels of ACE2 and of the transmembrane protease, serin-2

61

receptors5. These receptors act as main entry gates for virus infection 6,7,8. Once it has entered the

62

cells, the virus multiplies and elicits a highly inflammatory form of programmed cell death

63

termed pyroptosis, which activates innate immune cells and releases Covid-19 disease specific

64

interlukin-6, TNF-alpha and other proinflammatory cytokines9,10,11. In most cases, the immune

65

system neutralizes the virus within 6-7 days and the patient starts recovering, but in certain cases,

66

the body’s defenses are too stressed to control virus growth which leads to a “cytokine storm”

67

12,13

68

Disease severity and symptoms may vary considerably from patient to patient, but the main

69

symptoms include respiratory difficulties, cough, fever, fatigue, loss of taste and smell with

70

diarrhea or myalgia in a few cases1,14. In most cases, the immune system neutralizes the virus

71

within 6-7 days and the patient starts recovering, but in certain cases, the body’s defenses are too

72

stressed to control virus growth which leads to fatal consequences. The main reason behind this

73

sudden and severe systemic pathogenesis is not yet clear as in addition to the severe pulmonary

74

“cytokine storm”

75

damage, complement activation, and thrombosis, seriously compromising circulatory functions

76

is also gaining strong acceptance15 Vascular damage leading to pulmonary hypertension, chronic

. Severe inflammation in the upper and lower respiratory tracts may have fatal consequences.

12,13

a novel hematological syndrome manifested as vascular endothelial
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obstructive pulmonary disease, congestive heart failure, myocardial injury, and pulmonary

78

embolism is postulated to generate respiratory syndrome16. Other pathological or malignant

79

conditions, not affecting pulmonary functions, do not appear to affect Covid-19 prompted

80

mortalities 17.

81

Just after virus infection in the nasal cavity, virus multiplies vigorously in the nasal mucosa,

82

destroys cells and liberates huge quantities of free virus particles on the nasal surface. This

83

triggers further release of pro-inflammatory cytokines and associated cellular damage 18.

84

Damaged and inflamed nasal mucosa cannot play its role as a natural barrier, facilitating virus

85

entry into the circulation and the devastating consequences. Therefore, stopping or minimizing

86

virus growth and nasal mucosa inflammation to reduce systemic infection and immune stress

87

should constitute the best therapeutic approach but there is no topical antiviral, nasal surface

88

cleaner or cell growth stimulator drugs yet available19,20.

89

Saline or salt-containing nasal washes are not effective because such treatments are diluted

90

immediately with the osmotic liquid flow and get disintegrated rapidly. The same is true for

91

highly osmotic solutions such as glycerol, which may generate higher osmotic flow to detach and

92

drain free floating virus and cytokine particles from the nasal mucosa, but the higher osmotic

93

force generated by such solutions causes strong irritation and leads to rapid film disintegration.

94

Glycerol being a highly osmotic and cell friendly solution, our aim was to conceive an osmotically

95

active but stable glycerol film for long-lasting nasal surface retention. To stabilize the glycerol

96

film for 4-6h while preserving its osmotic potential, we added a very small quantity (<0.70%) of

97

specific glycerol molecule binding polymers or plant tannins in the solution. Tannins are very big

98

and inert molecules with an equally strong capacity to bind with selected proteins. We therefore

99

selected those dual acting tannins which can bind with glycerol molecules, on the one hand, and

100

with specific Covid-19 disease specific proteins, on the other hand21. The affinity of polymers to
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bind with glycerol molecules (100%) as well as with the Covid-19 disease specific proteins (80-

102

90%), was evaluated using ELISA tests. The resultant stable filmogen solution was rendered non-

103

irritant by incorporating appropriate concentrations of thickening–jellifying agents which swell

104

and render the film absorbent, when in contact with water.

105

It was hypothesized that nasal surface application of such a mechanical pressure-resistant,

106

absorbent, and osmotic film containing specific protein molecule binding polymers, should

107

generate sufficient continuous osmotic flow to detach and drain the proteins towards the film

108

where they can be captured through polymeric binding. Cleaning the nasal mucosa through

109

mechanical action should minimize the concentration of viruses and inflammatory cytokines on

110

the nasal surface and in consequence, should minimize systemic infection.

111

The clinical efficacy and safety of this polymeric osmotic film was evaluated in Covid-19 positive

112

patients during the initial phase of infection.

113

Study design

114

This was a randomized, multicentric, observational study to evaluate efficacy and safety of the

115

test product (Code: PIRDAL, Common name: Covispray) in preventing symptomatic

116

manifestation of disease in Covid-19 proven cases

117
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Consort Flow Diagram

Enrollment
Assessed for eligibility (n=238)

Excluded (n=24)
Not meeting inclusion criteria (n=15)
Declined to participate (n=3)
 Other reasons (n=6)



Randomized (n=214)

Allocation
Allocated to intervention (n=107)


Received allocated ST+TP intervention
(n=106)



Did not receive allocated intervention (n=1)*

Allocated to intervention (n=107)


Received ST allocated intervention (n=107)



Did not receive allocated intervention (n=0)

Follow-Up
Lost to follow-up (n=0)

Lost to follow-up (n=0)

Discontinued intervention (n=8)**

Discontinued intervention (n= 5)**

Analysis
Analysed (n=98)


Analysed (n=102)

Excluded from analysis (n=1)***



Excluded from analysis (n=0)

119

*Dropped out after randomization due to increasing clinical signs before first treatment,

120

** Hospitalized for intensive care

121

*** Dropped out before first treatment

122
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Trial oversight

124

The study was sponsored by VITROBIO France and was performed by MUDRA CLINCARE,

125

Koparkhairane, Navi Mumbai-400709, India. The protocol was approved by relevant ethics

126

committees (Altezza Institutional Ethics Committe, Shree Ashirwad Hospital, Dombivli,

127

Maharshtra, India) and institutional review boards. The trial was registered on 26/11/2020 under

128

n°:CTRI/2020/11/029388 (http://ctri.nic.in). The authors vouch for the conduct of the trial,

129

adherence to the protocol, the accuracy and completeness of the data and analyses, and the

130

reporting of adverse events. The trial complied with the International Conference on

131

Harmonisation Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice, the principles of the Declaration of

132

Helsinki, and relevant national and local regulations. At the time of screening, participants signed

133

written informed consent. The sponsor provided the trial medication and supplied relevant

134

product investigational information. An independent organization, RAJ Consultancy (Plot 61,

135

Sector 10, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai, India) was commissioned to audit the study. All the patients

136

were recruited in Mumbai (India) and its vicinity as soon as the Maharashtra government Covid-

137

19 follow-up medical organisations decided to home confine the patient following positive PCR

138

test. Clinical trial institute worked in collaboration with these organisations. The first patient was

139

recruited at the end of November 2020 and the last patient followed was in January 2021.The

140

study data were submitted to Soladis Statistics (Lyon, France) for statistical analyses.

141

Key inclusion and exclusion criteria: Main inclusion criteria were (1) Male or female, not

142

pregnant or lactating, aged between 18-70 years, (2) Just detected positive for Covid-19 by RT-

143

PCR test, (3) Had slight to moderate initial nasal /respiratory Covid-19 symptoms, (4) Accepting

144

to be confined 14-days under the supervision of Indian medical authorities with or without other

145

family members, (5) Accepting not to self-medicate except for the symptomatic medications

146

which may be prescribed by their physician, (6) ready to give written informed consent, (7) Ready

147

to follow the protocol and fill-up the daily diary / on-line questionnaire, (8) Not under any
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antiviral treatment, (9) Not suffering from any chronic disease which may impact study

149

parameters, (10) Not suffering from severe diabetes or hypertension.

150

The main non-inclusion criteria were (1) Not meeting any of the above inclusion criteria (2)

151

Patients having severe Covid-19 related clinical signs, (3) Patients having evidence of

152

immunosuppression, or under any antiviral treatment, or detected positive for serum antibodies

153

against Covid-19, (4) Allergy to any of the investigational product ingredients, (5) Recent nasal

154

surgery or abnormal structural narrowing of sinus passages, any medical condition within the

155

last 6 months which may affect study objectives.

156

Patients showing serious illness were not included in the study due to ethical reasons as they

157

would have required rapid medical assistance. Taking into consideration the mode of action of

158

the test product, patients having strong respiratory symptoms or chronic Covid-19 infection,

159

were not included. Hypertension and diabetic being common diseases in India, only severely

160

affected patients were excluded.

161

Trial endpoints:

162

The primary endpoints were the mean change in the intensity of cough respiratory symptoms

163

assessed using the widely accepted and validated Leicester Cough Questionnaire (LCQ) 22,23,

164

between the two groups from the baseline (day 0), daily during the fourteen days of treatment.

165

The patients recorded their answers to the standard LCQ 19 cough-based questions daily.

166

Visual analogue scale (VAS) includes self-evaluation by the patient of the cough respiratory

167

symptoms on a 0 to 10 scale during the fourteen days of treatment 24,25. VAS quantifies whether a

168

person had a cough, difficulties while coughing, work performance, and cough-related

169

discomfort. Total mean values in each group are compared. Other daily general symptom scoring

170

included fever, loss of taste, change in smell, headache, body aches, body pain, sensation of

171

weakness, sore throat, eye irritation, day and night cough frequency, nausea, blood oxygen
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saturation, as well as all adverse events and in-study hospitalisation, in both groups. The mean

173

result outcome was compared to baseline at each time point, for each group, from the daily

174

questionnaire filled out by each patient during the 14-day trial period.

175

Due to ethical reasons, patients showing any life-threatening clinical signs, whether respiratory-

176

related or poor blood oxygen level, were hospitalized for intensive care and were removed from

177

the study. In the absence of any specific treatment against Covid-19, the ethics committee obliged

178

allowing minimum use of any symptomatic treatment (ex. analgesics, anti-inflammatory, and

179

ayurvedic plant preparations except antivirals) prescribed by their physician for all the patients

180

during the study period.

181

Randomization: Patients satisfying all inclusion criteria were enrolled and randomly allocated in

182

a 1:1 ratio as per the randomization schedule. Randomization was performed using SAS Version

183

9.1.3. The randomization schedule was generated with block randomization methodology.

184

Patients were randomized in 2-Arms. Arm 1: Patients received any symptomatic treatment (ST)

185

and the test product (TP) while the Arm-2 control patients were given only ST.

186

Treatment

187

As per the randomization, patients in the ST+TP group received three 15-ml nasal spray

188

containers with instructions to apply 2-3 sprays in each nostril, 4-5 times per day for 14

189

consecutive days. The nasal sprays were supplied by VITROBIO SAS, France. The solution

190

contained glycerol which was rendered filmogen with a specific association of dual acting

191

(glycerol + specific protein binding) S1-cyanidins derived from plant extracts of Tanacetum

192

parthenium, Curcuma longa and Urtica dioica, and Camellia sinensis, with food grade preservatives

193

(Sodium benzoate, Potassium sorbate, Citric Acid), qsp water.
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Statistical analyses: Estimations based on nasal sprays with similar compositions for

195

rhinosinusitis26 and allergic rhinitis

196

group would provide 90% power to detect data significance. With an anticipated rate of

197

discontinuation of 40%, 220 participants in total were planned for randomization in this trial.

198

Analyses were conducted in the modified intention-to-treat population, which included all

199

randomly assigned patients who received at least one dose of a trial regimen. The primary

200

efficacy outcome was analysed using a parametric mixed model for repeated measures. For each

201

day, the model estimated mean and its associated standard error (±SE) are presented for each

202

treatment group. The model estimated mean difference between groups and its 95% confidence

203

interval (CI) are also presented for each day. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

204

Adverse events data were collected during the intervention period. The analyses were carried out

205

with the software SAS v9.4.

206

Results

207

Dropouts: Of the 214 patients recruited at randomization, 98 in the ST and 102 in the ST+TP group

208

completed the study. Among the 14 dropouts, 1 patient was excluded on day 1 before treatment

209

due to increased symptom severity. In total 13 patients were hospitalized during the study due

210

to low blood oxygen levels and sudden aggravation of one of the respiratory symptoms between

211

days 6 to 11 of treatment. Among the 13 hospitalized patients, 8 were from ST group (hospitalized

212

on day 6, 7, 8, 8, 9, 9, 10, 11) and 5 from the ST+TP group (hospitalized on day 6, 8, 8, 9, 9). They

213

were excluded from the study.

214

Primary endpoints

18,27

predicted that a sample of 75 analysed patients in each
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216

Figure 1: LCQ total Score (on each day) mean estimate (on raw data) ± CI95% in the ST+TP group

217

(n=107) and in the ST group (n=106). Statistical analysis was performed using a mixed model for

218

repeated measurements on raw data. P<0.05 *, P<0.01 **, P<0.001 ***

219

LCQ: Patients rated their condition daily for the questionnaire according to the frequency of

220

occurrence on a 1 to 7 scale where 1 represents severe cough symptoms and 7 the least. The mean

221

LCQ scores in each group on each day are presented in Fig.2.

222

As shown in Fig. 1, the mean total rating of 17 individual scores in the study varied between 92.5

223

and 117.7 (mean for 17 parameters between 5.44 to 6.92) during the trial. At randomisation (day

224

0) the mean of total LCQ scores was 103.4 ± 0.77 in ST group (n=106) and 104.5 ± 0.77 (n=107) in

225

the ST+TP group (NS on day 0).

226

In the ST group, on day 1, the mean coughing symptoms LCQ score aggravated sharply (mean

227

reduction of -6.3) which continued worsening in severity on day 2 (-10.9 vs day 0). The severity
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of cough remained identical or worsened very slightly between days 3-5 but the symptoms

229

started improving thereafter, slowly, and progressively, up to the end of the study.

230

Surprisingly, in the ST+TP group there was no increase in mean LCQ scores up to day 3. Symptom

231

severity remained stable during these days (mean score 104.5 ± 0.77on day 0 and 105.4 on day 3

232

± 0.57). From day 4 onwards, the mean cough symptom intensity started improving, slowly and

233

progressively, up to day 14 (111.5± 0.42 on day 7; 116.2± 0.38 on day 10; and 117.8± 0.50 on day

234

14). Due to the stabilization of clinical symptoms right after the first treatment in the ST+TP group

235

during the first 3 days, the difference with ST group was highly statistically significant (p<0.001)

236

during the entire study period. These results show the Covid-19-induced cough symptoms

237

aggravate very fast during the first 3 days but the TP treatment blocks worsening of the symptoms

238

immediately after the first application.

239

VAS Outcome:

240
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Figure 2: VAS Score (on each day) mean estimate (on ranks) ± CI95% in the ST+TP (n=107) and in

242

the ST (n=106) group. Statistical analysis was performed using a mixed model for repeated

243

measurements on raw data transformed into ranks. P<0.05 *, P<0.01 **, P<0.001 ***

244

At the start of the study, the totals of all mean VAS scores were 1800.2±60.61 in the ST and

245

1723.5±60.33 in the ST+TP groups (NS). In the ST group, the mean score continued rising to day

246

5 (2319.1±60.611) but started decreasing thereafter slowly and progressively with a mean of

247

2135.60 (± 60.84) on day 7 and 1200.40 (± 62.94) on day14. In the ST+TP group, the score

248

remained nearly stable up to day 3 (1769.10 ± 60.33) and started decreasing rapidly thereafter

249

with scores of 1288.6± 60.47 on day 7 and only 415.7±61.66 on day 14 (p<0.001 from day 1

250

onwards; Fig. 3). These results show that Covispray treatment significantly reduced cough

251

related parameters in a slow and progressive fashion confirmed by the LCQ outcome.

252

Effect on Covid-19 induced concomitant symptoms:

253

Figure 3: Number of patients affected by fever (a), loss of smell (b), loss of taste (c), headache (d), body

254

pain (e), and sore throat(f) on each day in each group. Gray bars represent ST group (n=98) and black

255

bars ST+TP group (n=102).
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Fever (Fig. 3a): The number of patients having fever at BL and on day 1 was nearly identical in

257

both groups (about 65% of patients). From day 2 onwards, fever progressively decreased in both

258

groups, but the reduction was much faster in the ST+TP group with only 43/102 patients on day

259

3, 26/102 on day 4, 14/102 on day 5, only 1/102 on day 10 and none from day 11 onwards. In the

260

control group, 34/98 patients had fever on day 7 but the incidence reduced slowly with 11/98

261

patients on day 10 and only 2/98 on day 14. These results show that cleaning the nasal surface

262

contaminants at the start of the disease dramatically reduces the incidence of fever.

263

Effect on loss of smell (Fig. 3b): Only 40/102 patients in the ST+TP group complained of loss of

264

sense of smell compared to 53/106 in the control ST group at the time of recruitment. This shows

265

that Covid-19 + patients suffer less from loss of smell than the loss of taste. Smell sensation started

266

improving in both groups only after day 5 but the reduction was slightly better in the ST+TP

267

group (p<0.05 between days 2 to 7 and from day 12).

268

Loss of sense of taste (Fig. 3c): This is an important clinical sign in Covid-19 infected patients as

269

38.7% patients in ST (41/106) and 40.2% in ST+TP (43/107) group noticed change in taste at

270

baseline. The Covispray treatment had no effect on restoring loss of taste during the first 2 days

271

of treatment compared to the baseline values but a progressive recovery was observed,

272

particularly from day 5 onwards. Only 25% patients complained of taste loss on day 7, 10% on

273

day 10, and only 1% on day 14. In the ST group, the loss of taste remained unchanged during the

274

first 5 days (39/106 between days 0 to 5) with a progressive recovery of taste from day 6 onwards

275

(32/98 on day 10, 9/98 on day 14; p<0.05 vs ST+TP from day 4 onwards). The recovery of taste loss

276

was faster in ST+TP group, which is concomitant with the improvements in LCQ, VAS, and fever

277

observed in this group.

278

Effect on headache (Fig. 3d): Only 21 patients in the ST group complained of headache compared

279

to 32 in the ST+TP group at the start of the study. In both groups, the incidence of headache started
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decreasing only after day 4 but the reduction in the ST+TP group was much faster compared to

281

the ST group patients from day 5 and no patient complained of headache from day 12 onwards.

282

In the ST group, the reduction was progressive and 4/21 patients still continued to have headache

283

on day 14. These results show that the beneficial effects of TP during the first 4 days of treatment

284

equally affect all other collateral health parameters simultaneously.

285

Effect on body aches and pain (Fig. 3e): The number of patients having body aches and pain was

286

nearly 40% higher in the ST+TP group at baseline compared to the ST group, with no change in

287

this parameter up to day 3 in both groups. The incidence started decreasing in both groups from

288

the third day of treatment, but the improvement appeared slightly better in the ST+TP group. It

289

is concluded that there is no significant difference between the two groups with respect to

290

improvement on body aches and pain. This may have been related to the fact that the virus

291

continues residing inside the body and generating inflammation which is not much affected by

292

cleaning the contaminants only from the nasal surface.

293

Effect on sore throat (Fig. 3f): At BL, the incidence of sore throat was observed to be 20/98 patients

294

in the ST group and 28/102 patients in the ST+TP group. There was no change in this parameter

295

in both groups up to day 3 but from day 4 onwards there was a drastic reduction of sore throat

296

in the ST+TP group with only 7/28 patients with sore throat on day 6, 2 on day 10 and 0 on day

297

12 v/s 14/20 patients on day 6, 10/20 on day 10, 4/20 on day 12 in the ST group. No patient

298

complained of sore throat in either group on day 14.

299

Day and night cough frequency: Identical to the effects observed in VAS, the day and night cough

300

frequencies were also proportionally decreased after 4-5 days of treatment in the ST+TP group

301

compared to the ST group.
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There were no significant differences between the two groups for other parameters including

303

blood O2 saturation level, respiratory rate, blood pressure, heart rate, pulse rate, nausea, and eye

304

irritation.

305

Secondary parameter - Adverse events: There was no moderate or severe adverse event recorded

306

in either group during the study. 13 patients (8 in ST and 5 in ST+TP) dropped out because their

307

blood O2 level decreased or some of the Covid-19 clinical symptoms deteriorated in these

308

patients. There was no mild adverse event noticed in any of the ST group patients but 42/102

309

patients in the Covispray (ST+TP) group had mild adverse effects related to the application of the

310

test product. The main events were (1) nasal irritation or nasal discharge, usually during the first

311

few minutes just after the product application, and (2) watering of the eyes after product use in

312

as many as 42/102 patients. These effects are considered to be related to the product because nasal

313

mucosa osmosis starts immediately after product application which attracts hypotonic liquid

314

from the nasal surface. This sudden reduction of intracellular liquid is felt as mild to moderate

315

irritation which may even lead to eye discharge. The cellular liquid loss is immediately (within 1

316

min) replaced by circulating liquid which stops further feelings of irritation. As this event is

317

related to the mode of action of the Covispray hypertonic filmogen osmotic solution, and as it has

318

no residual adverse consequences, these effects are considered not harmful to the patient.

319

One case of nausea and one of vomiting are isolated cases and are common in Covid-19

320

symptomatic patients. Therefore, they are not considered as related to the product.

321

Discussion:

322

Multiple studies clearly show that the nasal cavity is the primary route of infection and

323

transmission of Covid-19 virus

324

lining of nasal mucosa favours virus growth in the nasal cavity6,28. The virus grows and destroys

325

these cells, triggers an inflammatory cascade with the liberation of multiple pro-inflammatory

. The very high concentration of ACE2 receptors on the inner

6,28
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326

cytokines, minimizes the natural barrier and defensive functions of nasal mucosa, enters the

327

circulation, and infects cells in other tissues which may lead to serious illness28. This is the reason

328

why nasal irrigation, also called nasal lavage, with saline or salt solutions, with or without other

329

antimicrobial agents, is suggested in order to reduce the systemic consequences of Covid-19

330

infection20,29. Such treatments are poorly effective as they disintegrate rapidly and have a short

331

duration of action. We used a highly osmotic, dual acting polymer containing a stable glycerol

332

film to detach and drain but also to trap incoming virus particles, cytokines, and other free-

333

floating contaminants from the nasal surface 30. The filmogen polymers were selected based on

334

their strong affinity for viral S1 and RBD proteins as well as IL-6 and TNF-alpha Covid-19 specific

335

pro-inflammatory cytokines.

336

Covid-19 infected patients normally show respiratory symptoms which aggravate during the first

337

4-6 days due to virus growth, inflammation, and nasal mucosa damage 31. Clinical trial results in

338

ST group patients equally show a strong aggravation of the mean respiratory symptoms (LCQ

339

and VAS parameters) on days 1 and 2 followed by further slow deterioration up to day 4-6 and

340

progressive improvement thereafter. In the ST+TP group, the respiratory symptoms did not

341

aggravate on days 1 and 2 but remained stable up to day 5 followed by slow improvement,

342

parallel to the ST group, up to day 14. The mean LCQ and VAS score difference between the TP

343

and the ST groups was statistically significant from day 1 onwards. The reason for this

344

stabilization of respiratory symptoms immediately after the first treatment probably resides in

345

the fact that the TP acts instantly by cleaning newly generated virus particles as well as

346

inflammatory cytokines towards the film where they are trapped and inactivated by polymers.

347

This mechanical cleaning minimizes cellular destruction and stimulates reconstruction of nasal

348

mucosa28,29. TP cleans only the free-floating nasal surface virus and protein molecules but has no

349

effect on the intracellular and circulating virus particles which continue pouring onto the nasal

350

surface and maintaining the infection for a few weeks19. This explains why there is a sharp drop
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351

of Covid-19 clinical symptoms during the first 4-6 days, but further improvement is progressive

352

and slow. Our objective was not to cure the disease but simply to minimize the amount of virus

353

and the inflammatory proteins on the nasal surface to reduce circulating virus concentration,

354

immune stress, and the chances of severe infection in the lower respiratory tract. This approach

355

minimizes the probability of developing severe respiratory symptoms with a simple and safe

356

device.

357

The main site of Covid-19 virus mutation is S1 protein32 The polymers incorporated in Covispray

358

are selected to bind with whole COVID-19 S1 proteins as described in details by R Shrivastava et

359

al 33. As viral mutations occur at the level of S1 protein, which may impact virus infectivity,

360

antigenicity and immunogenic profile of the vaccines34, Covispray should be effective against all

361

the covid-19 variants 30.

362

A small video attached with this article, explains the mode of action and the efficacy of

363

Covispray.

364

Except for slight nasal irritation and accelerated nasal discharge during the first 5-10 minutes, no

365

drug related side effects were detected in any of the patients during the trial. This is

366

understandable because the product acts mechanically as a filmogen barrier on the nasal mucosa

367

without any interactions with the underlying cells. The barrier also protects the nasal surface

368

from incoming environmental virus particles and other contaminants.

369

This mechanical approach of preventing new viral infection and minimizing the concentration of

370

free virus particles as well as Covid-19 specific cytokines from the nasal surface, may not cure the

371

disease but may help to attenuate early-phase clinical symptoms and to minimize the occurrence

372

of severe respiratory distress, irrespective of the Covid-19 strain responsible for triggering the

373

infection.
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